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ABSTRACT 
 

A response-based local transport method has been developed in 2-D (r, θ) geometry for coupling to 
any coarse-mesh (nodal) diffusion method/code. Monte Carlo method is first used to generate a 
(pre-computed) the response function library for each unique coarse mesh in the transport domain 
(e.g., the outer reflector region of the Pebble Bed Reactor). The scalar flux and net current at the 
diffusion/transport interface provided by the diffusion method are used as an incoming surface 
source to the transport domain.  A deterministic iterative sweeping method together with the 
response function library is utilized to compute the local transport solution within all transport 
coarse meshes. After the partial angular currents crossing the coarse mesh surfaces are converged, 
albedo coefficients are computed as boundary conditions for the diffusion methods. The iteration 
on the albedo boundary condition (for the diffusion method via transport) and the incoming 
angular flux boundary condition (for the transport via diffusion) is continued until convergence is 
achieved.  
 
The method was tested for in a simplified 2-D (r, θ) pebble bed reactor problem consisting of an 
inner reflector, an annular fuel region and a controlled outer reflector.  The comparisons have 
shown that the results of the response-function-based transport method agree very well with a 
direct MCNP whole core solution.  The agreement in coarse mesh averaged flux was found to be 
excellent: relative difference of about 0.18% and a maximum difference of about 0.55%. Note that 
the MCNP uncertainty was less than 0.1%.   
 
Key Words: Radiation Transport Method, Hybrid Diffusion Transport Method, Reactor Core 
Simulation. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

To take into account the strong transport effects in the controlled outer reflector, a local 
response-function-based transport method [1] was developed in 2-D cylindrical (r, z) geometry. 
This transport method was embedded into the diffusion code currently under development    to 
perform hybrid calculations at Idaho National Laboratory. In this hybrid approach, the diffusion 
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method is used in the fuel region and the inner reflector where the diffusion approximation is 
valid, while the local response function method is used to generate the transport solution in the 
outer reflector where diffusion theory breaks down. The comparisons in a simplified 2-D (r, z) 
benchmark problem showed that the agreement with a full core Monte Carlo solution was very 
encouraging.  
 
In this paper, the response-function-based transport method is extended to 2-D (r, θ) cylindrical 
geometry for coupling to any diffusion method/code that is capable of coupling coarse meshes 
(nodes) via albedo boundary/interface conditions. The paper is organized as follows. The hybrid 
diffusion/transport is briefly summarized in section 2. The local response-function-based 
transport method is presented in section 3. Section 4 describes the verification of the method 
against direct whole core Monte Carlo solution. Concluding remarks are found in section 5. 
 

2. HYBRID DIFFUSION/TRANSPORT METHOD 
 
Suppose that the spatial domain of interest V can be divided into two domains: the transport 
domain VT in which the transport effects are dominant and the diffusion domain VD in which the 
diffusion theory is valid. The neutron flux distribution within region VD can be computed by 
solving the following transport problem. 
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where ( )ˆ, ,T r Eψ Ω

  is the angular flux in the transport region, H and F represent the usual 

transport operators, V∂  is the external boundary of the entire spatial domain V, k is the 
eigenvalue of the global system, DTV∂  denotes the interface between the diffusion and transport 
regions, n̂  and ˆTn  stand for the outward normal at the external boundary  V∂  and interface 

DTV∂ , respectively. B is the boundary operator (such as vacuum, specular and albedo boundary 
conditions) on V∂ . ( ),D r Eφ   is the scalar flux within the diffusion domain, which is computed 

by the diffusion method, and the net current ( ),Dj r E


  is defined as:  
 

( ) ( ) ( ), , ,D Dj r E D r E r Eφ= − ∇


                                              (2) 
 

Where, D is the diffusion coefficient.  
 
Note that the interface condition of Equation (1b) is limited by the linear anisotropic angular flux 
approximation inherent in diffusion theory. Given this boundary condition, Equation (1) is a 
fixed-source problem in which the fission source is scaled by the global eigenvalue if the 
transport domain has fissionable regions.  Both the incoming flux at the diffusion/transport 
interface and the global eigenvalue are provided by the diffusion method. Once Equation (1) is 
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solved, the albedo coefficients will be calculated as the ratio of the outgoing partial current to the 
incoming partial current on the diffusion/transport interface. These albedo coefficients are then 
iteratively used by the diffusion method to do more accurate calculations in the diffusion 
domain. The iterations between the diffusion and transport methods are continuously performed 
until both the eigenvalue and the albedo coefficients on DTV∂  are converged. 
 

3. RESPONSE-FUNCTION-BASED TRANSPORT METHOD 
 
As mention in the above section, during the diffusion/transport iterations, equation (1) is 
repeatedly solved once the diffusion method provides the updated interface condition (the 
incoming flux on the diffusion/transport interface). The incident flux response expansion method 
[2] is an ideal candidate to obtain the transport solution to Equation (1) because of its high 
accuracy and computational efficiency. By this approach, the transport domain VT is first divided 
into a number of non-overlapping coarse meshes {Vi}. Based on the incident response flux 
expansion method, the outgoing partial current (and its higher moments) from a coarse mesh can 
be written as the superposition of all contributions responding to each incoming partial current 
entering from the adjacent coarse meshes: 
 

, ,

,
.m m m m

s s s s
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where ,m

sJ ±  is the mth expansion coefficient (moment) of the outgoing/incoming current on 
surface s, m m

s sR ′
′  are the surface-to-surface response functions. The physical meaning of response 

functions is obvious: the response functions  m m
s sR ′
′  are the magnitude of the mth moment of the 

outgoing partial current crossing surface s as the response to a unit incoming partial current in 
the thm′  moment through surface s′ . Essentially, the response functions of a coarse mesh are the 
solutions to a local fixed-source problem with a predefined unit incoming flux imposed on one of 
the bounding surfaces. For example, the surface-to-volume response functions   ( )ˆ, ,m

isR r EΩ
  are 

the solution to the following local transport problem in Figure 1. 
 
 

 
  

Figure 1: Local geometry for response function generation 
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where ( )ˆ, ,m r EΓ Ω

  are the orthogonal expansion functions which are defined in the next 

subsection. There is the following relation between the surface-to-surface and surface-to-volume 
response functions. 
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3.1. Expansion Functions 

 
Conventionally, the tensor-product of Legendre polynomials is used as orthogonal expansion 
functions to expand the flux distributions on the interfaces between coarse meshes [3-6]. 
However, the previous research [1, 7] has shown that they would introduce singularities in the 
scalar flux on the coarse mesh interface and consequently cannot be used to couple with the 
diffusion method. The angular expansion functions developed in reference 1 will be used in this 
work. 

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ˆ ˆ, ,ijg i j gr E P r Eψ δΓ Ω = Ω
                                                       (8) 

 
where ( )iP r  are the scaled Legendre polynomials, and the 0th and 1st order angular expansion 
functions are defined as: 
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where ( )0

ˆψ Ω  represents the isotropic expansion function, ( )1
ˆψ Ω , ( )2

ˆψ Ω  and ( )3
ˆψ Ω  represent the 

linear anisotropic flux in the radial (r-axis), tangential (Θ-axis) and axial (z-axis) directions. 
 
3.2. Numerical Procedures 
 
The flowchart of the diffusion/transport method is schematically illustrated in Figure 2. The 
transport component of the hybrid method consists of tree numerical steps: (1) response function 
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generation, (2) iterative sweeping to compute the partial currents crossing the coarse mesh 
interfaces, and (3) local calculations of the flux distribution within each transport node and the 
albedo coefficients on the diffusion/transport interface.   
 
In the first step, MCNP [8] was modified to solve the local problem (4) to obtain response 
functions for each unique coarse mesh. The Monte Carlo method is chosen to generate the 
response function library because of its geometric flexibility. It can be seen from Equation (4) 
that the response functions also depend on the core eigenvalue for fuel regions. As a result, they 
are pre-calculated for a set of predefined eigenvalues (e.g. 0.95, 1.0 and1.05). These calculations 
are performed in the pre-computation (library generation) phase. In addition, since the response 
calculations are generated by solving local fixed problems for a small region (only for every 
unique coarse mesh) with vacuum boundary condition, these pre-computations are very efficient 
for all regions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                  Diffusion module 
 
 
                             Transport module 
 

Figure 2. Schematic procedures for the diffusion/transport coupling method 
 
 
In the second step, a deterministic sweeping method [1, 5] can be used to iteratively determine 
the partial current crossing the transport nodes. The sweeping procedure is started from the 
transport nodes which are next to the diffusion and transport interface. Both the surface flux and 
net current provided by the diffusion method are used to calculate the linearly anisotropic flux as 
the external source for the transport calculation, Equation (1). The particle balance Equation (3) 
is used to calculate the outgoing partial currents from each transport node. The above mentioned 
inner iterations must be repeated until the outgoing partial current from each transport coarse 
mesh is converged.  
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Once the inner iterations are converged, the flux distribution within each transport coarse mesh 
can be easily computed as a superposition of all contributions responding to each incoming flux 
entering from the adjacent coarse meshes. 
 

( ) ( ),

,

ˆ ˆ, , , ,           m m
i s is i

m s
r E J R r E r Vψ −Ω = Ω ∈∑                                                     (5) 

 
The albedo coefficients on the diffusion/transport interface are calculated as the ratio of the 
outgoing partial current to the incoming partial current. These albedo coefficients are then 
iteratively used by the diffusion method to perform core calculations in outer iterations.  It 
should be pointed out that the transport method can provide the higher moments to the diffusion 
method if necessary.  
 
In summary, we have a developed a general response based transport method which can be used 
as module within any nodal (coarse mesh) diffusion theory based method/code to solve reactor 
problems with region in which diffusion theory is not valid. In section 4, in the absence of a 
diffusion code, we test the response method directly against a Monte Carlo solution.  

 
 

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
 
The accuracy of the response method is assessed by a direct comparison to a Monte Carlo 
solution of a 2D whole core Pebble Bed Reactor (PBR) benchmark problem shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. Geometric configuration of the 2-D benchmark problem 

 
This problem consists of an inner reflector region with a diameter of 2 meters (m), a 
homogeneous annular fuel region of 0.85 m thickness and a 0.5 m thick controlled outer reflector 
region. There are 24 control rods made of B4C each of 0.2 m in diameter whose centers are 
evenly positioned on a circumference of a 3.902 m diameter ring. Vacuum boundary condition is 
imposed on the outer cylindrical surface. The control rod is purposely made very thick to make 
the problem challenging from the neutronics point of view.   
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Two different control states were selected to test the response method: core 1: 12 rods are 
inserted in every other rod location, and core 2: 12 rods randomly inserted (rods 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 12, 
16, 17, 18, 21, 22 and 23 are placed). 
 
MCNP together with a 2-group cross section library was used to generate the solution in the 
whole core (including the outer reflector regions) for benchmarking the response method. The 
response method was used to solve the local problem consisting of the entire outer reflector of 
Figure 4 (i.e., the transport domain) in which diffusion theory is not valid. The whole core 
solution was also used to calculate the linearly anisotropic incoming angular flux at the 
core/reflector interface of Figure 3/4 via Equation (1a). Note that in the transport calculations the 
neutron escaping from the inner boundary do not reenter the reflector; i.e. the fuel region and 
inner reflector are treated as an infinite absorber. 
 

 
Figure 4. Local response-function-based transport calculation model 

 
The quantities of interest in the comparison is the average relative difference (AVE), root mean 
square (RMS), mean relative difference (MRD) and maximum (MAX) relative difference of the 
coarse-mesh-averaged fluxes computed by the two methods. These statistical quantities for the 
two benchmark problems (cores 1 and 2) are listed in Table I. The comparison of the coarse-
mesh-averaged fluxes in the outer reflector against the MCNP reference solution is also 
illustrated in Figures. 5-8. In the transport calculations, the spatial and angular expansion orders 
are 4 and 1, respectively.  
 
From the comparisons, it can be seen that both the fast and thermal fluxes calculated by the 
transport method agree very well with the MCNP reference solutions. The relative and maximum 
difference is about 0.18% and 0.55% in core 1. Similar agreement is found in core 2. The 
excellent agreement indicates that a low order flux expansion can sufficiently represent the 
actual flux distribution on the coarse mesh boundaries and the transport method can reproduce 
the MCNP benchmark solutions.   
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Table I. Summary of the relative differences in the coarse-mesh-averaged fluxes between MCNP 
and the response-based transport method  

 
Core State AVG (%) MRD (%) RMS (%) MAX (%) 

Core 1 Fast 0.17 0.17 0.20 0.52 
Thermal 0.19 0.19 0.24 0.56 

Core 2 Fast 0.13 0.12 0.17 0.55 
Thermal 0.21 0.13 0.28 0.72 
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Figure 5. Relative difference (%) of the fast coarse-mesh-averaged fluxes predicted by the 

two methods for core 1 (control rod is placed in every other location) 
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Figure 6. Relative difference (%) of the thermal coarse-mesh-averaged fluxes predicted by the 
two methods for core 1 (control rod is placed in every other location) 
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Figure 7. Relative difference (%) of the fast coarse-mesh-averaged fluxes predicted by the 

two methods for core 2 (12 control rods are randomly inserted) 
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Figure 8. Relative difference (%) of the thermal coarse-mesh-averaged fluxes predicted by the 

two methods for core 2 (12 control rods are randomly inserted) 
 

 
The actual implementation of the response-function-based transport method as an imbedded 
module within a diffusion code is outside of the scope of this paper. However, based on our 
experiences with the 2-D (r, z) diffusion/transport hybrid calculations [1], it is expected the 
transport method, once implemented in a diffusion code, will significantly improve the accuracy 
of diffusion solutions.  

 
5. CONCLUSIONS 

 
The incident flux response expansion function method was used to develop a local transport 
method in 2-D (r, θ) geometry for coupling to any diffusion method/code that is capable of 
handling albedo boundary/interface conditions. The transport method used response function 
expansion coefficients that are pre-computed using a Monte Carlo method. The scalar flux and 
net current provided by the diffusion method are used in the transport method a linearly 
anisotropic external source impinging on the diffusion/transport interface. An iterative sweeping 
method is used to generate the albedo interface conditions for coupling to the diffusion 
node/coarse mesh. The method was found to be in excellent agreement against a whole core 
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Monte Carlo solution in two simplified 2-D (r, θ) benchmark problems.  These encouraging 
results motivate the extension of the method to 3-D cylindrical configurations for practical 
applications in Pebble Bed Reactor core calculations.   
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